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ABSTRACT The effects of rigor and cycling cross-bridges on distributions of calcium (Ca) bound within sarcomeres of rabbit
psoas muscle fibers were compared using electron probe x-ray microanalysis. Calcium in the overlap region of rigor fibers, after
correction for that bound to thick filaments, was significantly higher than in the I-band at all pCa levels tested between 6.9 and
4.8, but the difference was greatest at pCa 6.9. With addition of MgATP, differences were significant at high levels of activation
(pCa 5.6 and 4.9); near and below the threshold for activation, Ca was the same in I-band and overlap regions. Comparison of
Ca and mass profiles at the A-I junction showed elevation of Ca extending 55–110 nm (up to three regulatory units) into the
I-band. Extraction of TnC-reduced I-band and overlap Ca in rigor fibers at pCa 5.6 to the same levels found in unextracted fibers
at pCa 8.9, suggesting that variations reported here reflect changes in Ca bound to troponin C (TnC). Taken together, these
observations provide evidence for near-neighbor cooperative effects of both rigor and cycling cross-bridges on Ca21 binding
to TnC.

INTRODUCTION

Elevation of myoplasmic-free Ca21 in striated muscle leads

to actomyosin interaction and generation of contractile force.

As originally envisioned (1,2), this process required only

binding of Ca21 to troponin C (TnC) to shift tropomyosin

(Tm) from its resting position on the thin filament surface

and allow binding of myosin to actin. Activation of con-

traction has since been shown to depend on cooperative

interactions between other myofilament proteins as well and

to involve transitions between at least three different states of

the thin filament (3). In particular, it is proposed that strong

myosin binding, in addition to Ca21 binding, is required to

fully turn on the thin filament (see reviews 4–7). Both appear

to be essential, but structural evidence suggests that they may

act at different points in the activation sequence (8). Binding

of Ca21 strengthens interactions between troponin I (TnI)

and TnC and weakens interactions of TnI with actin, al-

lowing Tm to more readily shift (or be shifted) to a non-

blocking location on the actin surface (9). Myosin cross-bridge

attachment to actin is likely to exert direct effects on Tm,

either by shifting it to its fully open position or by keeping

it there once it has moved. However, the binding of myosin

to actin can also modulate Ca21 binding to TnC (10,11).

There is evidence for both of these mechanisms, but the impor-

tance of their effects in different muscle types and with dif-

ferent types of cross-bridge attachment is still in question.

Furthermore, these effects will depend on whether they act

within a single regulatory unit (seven actins, one Tn, and one

Tm) or extend to neighboring units.

Evidence for enhancement of Ca21 binding to TnC by

rigor cross-bridge attachment to actin has been demonstrated

by previous studies that measured 45Ca21 binding in vitro

in both skinned skeletal and cardiac muscle (10–16) and

changes in TnC structure (17). In contrast, studies investi-

gating effects of cycling cross-bridges on TnC have yielded

mixed results. Several studies indicate that cycling cross-

bridges or force enhance 45Ca21 binding to TnC in skinned

cardiac muscle (18,19) but not in skinned skeletal muscle

(20–22). Fluorescently labeled TnC has also been used to

study TnC structural changes that reflect Ca21 binding. Early

results comparing activated fibers at different sarcomere

lengths suggested that cycling cross-bridges strongly affect

TnC structure (23–25), but later studies employing cross-

bridge inhibitors or sarcomere length increases to reduce

cross-bridge interaction have not supported this view (17,26,

27). Consistent with the later studies are measurements

showing sarcomere length invariance of TnC Ca21 affinity

using caged Ca21 compounds and Ca21 fluorophors (28). In

contrast, some studies have supported cycling cross-bridge-

induced changes in TnC affinity for Ca21 by showing

changes in myoplasmic-free Ca21 during contraction in

intact and skinned fibers (29–31). In these reports, interven-

tions that reduce interaction of cycling cross-bridges with

actin were shown to cause a transient rise of Ca21 in the

myoplasm, consistent with a release of Ca21 from TnC.

Thus, questions about the extent to which cycling cross-

bridges affect Ca binding to the thin filament persist. All of

these studies measured average behavior of large numbers of

sarcomeres in whole fibers or fibers segments. Sarcomere

inhomogeneity or changes in Ca21 binding elsewhere be-

sides the overlap region could give rise to some of the

inconsistencies between methods and results. Moreover,

none of these techniques provides direct measurements of
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the spatial extent of effects of either cycling or rigor cross-

bridges on calcium binding to troponin. A number of reports

suggest that effects of cross-bridges on the state of the thin

filament extend some distance along the thin filament (e.g.,

32–34). Recent studies show that cooperative Ca21 binding

to cardiac TnC in isolated filaments requires more than one

regulatory unit (35), but the nature and extent of these effects

in the intact sarcomere are not clear.

Direct measurements of Ca within individual sarco-

meres were first made using autoradiography (36) but with

limited spatial resolution. Electron probe x-ray microanalysis

(EPXMA) was later shown to be capable of detecting Ca

bound to thin filaments (37) and of measuring variations in

Ca as a function of position along the thin filaments (38–40).

Calcium was shown to be elevated in regions of rigor cross-

bridge attachment in rabbit psoas fibers (38), consistent with

effects of rigor cross-bridge attachment on Ca21 binding to

N-terminal sites on troponin, but this study did not inves-

tigate the effects of cycling cross-bridges. Furthermore, ef-

fects of rigor cross-bridges between pCa 9.05 and 6.25 were

not studied. Here we compare subsarcomere Ca distributions

measured in filaments exposed to solutions with and without

ATP. Results support effects of both rigor and cycling cross-

bridges on Ca21 bound to TnC and extending beyond a

single regulatory unit. Calcium distributions at pCa 6.9 raise

the possibility that Ca21 binding to C-terminal sites on

troponin are also affected by rigor cross-bridge attachment.

METHODS

Fiber dissection, freezing, and cryomicrotomy

Preparation of frozen samples was similar to that described previously (39)

and is summarized here. All animal procedures were approved by the

University of Connecticut Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Bundles of psoas fibers were dissected from New Zealand white rabbits

immediately after euthanasia (Na Pentobarbital, IV, 100 mg/kg) and skinned

for 45 min in 0.5% Brij 58 in relaxing solution (see below) plus 2 mM

dithiothreotol (DTT) and 0.1 mM leupeptin. After skinning, fibers were

stirred on ice overnight in relaxing solution with DTT and leupeptin. They

were then stored in a fresh change of this solution mixed 1:1 with glycerol at

�17�C. For each experiment, strips of ;10 fibers were isolated, skinned

again in relaxing solution plus 1% Triton X 100 on ice for 15–20 min with

agitation, then attached to a force transducer (photoelectric displacement

measuring device modified after Chui (41) and transilluminated with a

laser). Once attached to the apparatus, the fiber bundles were immersed in a

series of Plexiglas wells containing bathing solutions (42) at ambient

temperature (23–25�C). Fibers were stretched in relaxing solution to

sarcomere lengths between 2.8 and 3.2 mm, as measured by laser diffraction.

Once stretched, fibers were transferred to low free Ca21 (pCa 8.9–9.0)

solution for 15 to 20 min, then to a final buffered Ca21 solution for a

minimum of 1 min with agitation to facilitate diffusion. For freezing, the

fibers were lifted from the bath and clamped with copper clad pliers cooled

to liquid nitrogen temperature. Time between removal from the bath and

freezing was ;5 s. Frozen fibers were stored in liquid nitrogen until they

were cryosectioned on glass knives at �122�C in either an RMC MT7/CR-

21 or a Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) UCT/EMFCS cryoultramicrotome system.

Methods for preparing and freeze-drying sections were as described previously

(39).

Solution composition

A modified Tyrodes solution used to irrigate fibers during isolation from the

rabbit contained 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.34 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3,

112 mMNaCl, 6 mMKCl, and 2.5 mM CaCl2. Except as noted at the end of

this section, fiber bundles were prepared and frozen in solutions composed

as follows. Relaxing solution contained 6.66 mM MgAc, 5.8 mM Na2ATP,

10 mM Na2CP, 20 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), 15

mM K2EGTA, and 72 mM Kpropionate at pH 7. For skinning and storage

this solution was modified with Brij 58, Triton-X100, DTT, and/or leupeptin

as described above. Calcium-buffered solutions containing defined levels of

free Ca21, but without ATP (designated ‘‘rigor’’ or ‘‘R’’), were prepared as

described previously (39) and using a computer program (43) to calculate

free Ca21 concentrations. Total Ca in rigor solutions was 28–36 mM,

whereas Na2EGTA was varied from 0–13 mM. Actual total Ca was

determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy and reported pCa values

were adjusted accordingly. The free Mg21 was 1 mM, MOPS was varied

(185–255 mM) to keep ionic strength between 144 and 153, and total

sodium ranged from 112–139 mM. Final pH was adjusted to 7.0.

A subset of rigor fibers included in this study (six of 30) was prepared

using slightly different solution recipes (39). Relaxing solution used for

dissection contained 9 mM MgCl2, 4 mM Na2ATP, 10 mM MOPS, 5 mM

K2EGTA, 100 mM Kpropionate, and 0.5% Brij 58 was used for skinning.

Calcium-buffered solutions were similar in composition to those described

above but had lower ionic strength (120–131 mM). Calcium levels measured

by EPXMA did not differ significantly from later fibers, and the sets have

been pooled.

For investigating effects of cycling cross-bridges, Ca21-buffered solu-

tions (designated ‘‘A’’ and prepared using the later protocol) included 5 mM

MgATP and 10 mMNa2 creatine phosphate. Creatine phosphokinase (CPK)

up to 248 units/ml was added in some experiments but did not significantly

affect subsarcomere Ca distributions measured by EPXMA. Ionic strength

was 177–180, MOPS was 60 mM, total Na was 155 mM, free Mg21 was

1 mM, and total Ca was 35–38 mM.

TnC extraction and SDS-PAGE

Before freezing, TnC was extracted from some fiber bundles by incubation

for 50 min on ice in a solution containing 20 mMMOPS, 5 mM Na2EDTA,

0.5 mM trifluoperazine, and 150 mM Kpropionate. The extent of extraction

was assessed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE) (modified from Laemmli (44)) carried out on similarly pre-

pared fibers.

Spectral collection and processing

The EPXMA methods used were similar to those described previously

(39,40). Data were collected at room temperature in scanning transmission

(STEM) mode using an EM 910 electron microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT,

Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with an LaB6 gun, a 30-mm2 Be window

detector, and an ExL2 analytical system (Oxford Instruments, Oxon, UK).

Twomodes of data collection were used. In ‘‘raster’’ mode, the beamwas

scanned in a rectangular raster (typically 0.2 3 1.0 mm; see Fig. 1 a) for
500–1000 s. Raster data consisted of sets of spectra collected sequentially in

three regions (nonoverlap A-band¼H, I-band¼ I, and overlap¼O) of each

half sarcomere and a fourth spectrum over the support film to estimate both

Ca and mass (bremsstrahlung (brem)) contributed by the support. Four to six

half sarcomeres were sampled in each of 4–6 different fibers. Beam current

was monitored for constancy over the period required to collect data from a

half sarcomere. In ‘‘digital image’’ mode, the position of the focused beam

was controlled by a processor, which scanned it sequentially through a 128

3 128 array of points. Since the long acquisition times were a practical

limitation on the number of samples analyzed using image mode, we used

raster data to first assess sample to sample variations. We then selected
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representative samples for each condition from which to collect digital

images to obtain the high resolution data included here.

Spectra acquired in both raster and image modes were processed and

quantified using a digital top-hat filter and linear least squares fitting routine.

For quantification of raster data, Ca concentration ([Ca]) in H, I, and O

regions was computed using the Hall method (45) with absolute quantifi-

cation achieved via protein and binary standards (46) and corrections for the

average atomic number of the sample. This method normalizes the Ca x-ray

count, which is a measure of the number of Ca atoms, to the brem x-ray

signal, which is a measure of the total dry mass of the irradiated volume,

to derive a concentration in mmoles/kg dry wt. The Ca concentration for

the thin filaments alone in the overlap region, [Ca]Io, was estimated from the

Ca concentration measured in the I-band ([Ca]I), and the Ca count measured

in the I (CactI), O (CactO), and H regions (CactH) of the same half sarco-

meres, as shown in the equation below:

½Ca�Io ¼ ½Ca�I 3 ðCacto � CactHÞ=CactI:
As discussed previously (38), differences in filament density in the two

regions may result in an underestimation of [Ca]Io by not more than ;10%.

Image data were treated as described previously (39,40) and summarized

here. At each pixel, Ca and brem counts were quantified as described above.

Profiles corresponding to Ca and brem distributions along A- and I-bands in

each sarcomere were then generated from these images as summarized in

Fig. 1. A mask was drawn to follow the A-I junction (Fig. 1 b) using the

STEM or brem image as a guide. The sum of pixel counts within the mask

was computed at each successive position as the mask was moved along the

sarcomere in the direction shown to generate Ca count and brem count

profiles (Fig. 1, c and e). Pixels associated with remnants of the sarcoplasmic

reticulum (identified by their high P concentration) were removed from these

sums, and corrections were made for Ca and brem counts associated with the

support film. To improve counting statistics and assess sarcomere to

sarcomere variation, data from three to six half sarcomeres were combined

after normalizing counts in each profile to the average brem (mass) counts

over the entire half sarcomere, thereby correcting for image to image

variations in mass thickness and electron dose. The resulting means and

standard errors of normalized counts from different half sarcomeres were

plotted as a function of position in the half sarcomere (gray bars in Figs. 3, 4

and 5 b). The average normalized Ca count measured in the H-zone, just

outside the M-band, was then used to estimate Ca21 bound to myosin. A

scaling factor for this correction was based on the change in brem counts,

ranging from one at the center of the overlap to zero in the I-band and

applied to the Ca profile (designated ‘‘H Corr Ca’’ and shown as black bars
in Fig. 3). To facilitate comparison of the change in Ca and mass at the A-I

junction (Fig. 4), individual values in profiles of H Corr Ca and brem were

each scaled to their maximum value, as estimated from an average of the

highest four consecutive pixel values in the overlap region.

RESULTS

Ca data from raster analysis

Distributions of Ca measured in raster mode of fibers frozen

in solutions without and with MgATP are shown in Fig. 2, a
and b. The lower three curves in each panel show the Ca

concentration (in mmoles/kg dry wt) measured in I, O, and H

regions (illustrated in the half sarcomere cartoon in Fig. 2 c).
The uppermost curves represent [Ca]Io, our estimate of the

[Ca] bound to thin filaments in the overlap region (calculated

from the other three measurements as described in Methods).

Fibers were sampled at five pCa levels without and with

ATP, plus an additional data set collected for rigor fibers at

pCa 4.5 to confirm that myofilament Ca levels had reached

maximum.

The data show prominent differences in the absence and

presence of ATP. In rigor fibers (Fig. 2 a), the mean [Ca]Io
was higher than [Ca]I at all pCa levels measured below 8.9,

FIGURE 1 Data acquisition strategy. See text for details. (a) STEM image

with rectangles illustrating positions of rasters used to collect data from I, O,

and H regions. Z ¼ Z-band, M ¼ M-band. (b) Brem image with masks at

successive positions. Note that contrast is reversed for x-ray images. (c)

Brem profile obtained from brem image and masks in panel b. (d) Calcium
image. (e) Ca profile obtained by applying masks in b to Ca image in d.
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with the greatest difference at pCa 6.9 and diminishing at

higher free Ca21. In the presence of MgATP, [Ca]Io was nearly

equal to [Ca]I at pCa 6.9 and 5.9 but was significantly greater

at 5.6 and 4.9 (P , .05, Student’s t-test). The [Ca]I increased
only minimally from 6.9 to 4.9.

We also measured the force-pCa relationship for three

additional fibers using the same solutions (plus one addi-

tional solution at pCa 5.4). Data are plotted in Fig. 2 d as

relative force (P/Pmax) versus pCa. The rise in force appears

to be correlated with the second rise in Ca bound to the thin

filament between pCa 5.9 and 5.6. Force was undetectable at

pCa 6.9.

Ca profiles from x-ray images

Data from digital images are shown in Fig. 3. These profiles,

each of which includes data from 3–6 half sarcomeres in a

single fiber, show high resolution Ca-binding distributions

from Z- to M-band and oriented as shown in the cartoon. At

pCa 8.9, where little or no Ca is expected to be bound either

to thin or thick filaments, the distribution is low throughout

the sarcomere. As observed with raster mode, Ca binding is

enhanced in the overlap region at pCa 7.0 and 5.9 in rigor

(left) but not with ATP (right). On the other hand, increased

Ca in the overlap is observed both with and without ATP at

pCa 5.6 and 4.9. Profiles also show that after the decline

associated with the A-I junction, calcium binding is rel-

atively uniform for most of the I-band, though sometimes

declining very gradually toward the Z-band. The steeper

decline in Ca at the far left of profiles with high I-band Ca

suggests that less Ca binds to thin filaments in the Z-band,

but this feature was variable and may depend on how well

aligned profiles were in this area. Since data sets combined

for these profiles were aligned at the A-I junction, slight

variations in sarcomere length resulted in poor alignment at

the Z-band.

To determine whether cooperative effects of cross-bridges

on Ca21 binding to troponin extended beyond the region of

actomyosin interaction, we compared normalized Ca profiles

with associated brem (mass) profiles (Fig. 4). Both profiles

are displayed on the same plots to facilitate comparison, and

all points in each profile are scaled to an average of the

highest four pixels for that profile. The Ca begins to fall 2–4

pixels further into the I-band than the drop in the mass dis-

tribution, corresponding to distances of ;55–110 nm.

Ca in TnC-extracted fibers

To determine how much of the Ca detected by EPXMA in

the I and Io regions is bound to TnC, we carried out analysis

of fibers from which TnC had been extracted (Fig. 5).

Calcium concentration in H, I, and Io regions are shown in

Fig. 5 a for TnC-extracted fibers frozen in pCa 5.6R solution.

Data from unextracted fibers at pCa 9.0R and 5.6R (also

included in Fig. 2) are shown for comparison. Extraction of

TnC resulted in reduction of [Ca]I and [Ca]Io at 5.6R to levels

comparable to those at pCa 9.0R. Fig. 5 b shows a Ca profile
from a TnC-extracted fiber, showing that Ca binding is low

and relatively uniform throughout the I-band and overlap

regions. After correction of the overlap region for the H-zone

Ca (black bars), there is no indication of Ca-binding enhance-
ment in the overlap region. Similar results were obtained in

FIGURE 2 (a. and b) Ca distributions

measured in raster mode collected in H,

I, O, and Io regions. Points represent

mean6 SE for N¼ 4–6 fibers, with 4–6

sarcomeres sampled per fiber. (c) Car-
toon illustrating regions used for raster

mode. (d) Relative force as a function of

pCa. Force measurements are from three

bundles, as denoted by different symbols.
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extracted fibers in pCa 6.9A solutions (data not shown).

Extraction of TnC was verified by SDS gel electrophoresis

(Fig. 5 c).

DISCUSSION

In this study we set out to compare effects of rigor and

cycling cross-bridges on binding of Ca21 to TnC. Our results

show changes in subsarcomere Ca distributions that are

consistent with enhancement of Ca21 binding to TnC by

both rigor and cycling cross-bridges and extending for a

distance of one and a half to three regulatory units. Results

also suggest effects of rigor cross-bridges on both N-terminal

and C-terminal sites of TnC.

Cross-bridge effects on Ca21 binding to troponin

The average value of [Ca]Io measured in rigor and activated

fibers at pCa 4.9 and 4.5 (Fig. 2 a) was 8.4 mmoles/kg dry

wt. Subtraction of the [Ca]Io measured at pCa 8.9 gives an

average change of 7.0 mmoles/kg dry wt. The expected value

for four Ca21 bound per troponin is around 6.8 mmoles/kg

dry wt, assuming that the I-band includes thin filaments

consisting of actin, Tn, and nebulin, as well as titin filaments

FIGURE 3 Half sarcomere Ca profiles from digital x-ray images. Profiles are oriented as shown in the cartoon below. The black portion of each bar (H corr Ca)

shows normalized Ca level counts after subtraction of the Ca associated with thick filaments, based on H-zone Ca (see text for details). Error bars are mean6 SE

for N¼ 4–6 half-sarcomeres. Label in upper left corner of each profile indicates the pCa and whether ATP was present (A) or absent (R) in the bathing solution.
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that are elastic in the I-band (47). It therefore seems likely

that the maximum values we measure in [Ca]Io correspond to

saturation of TnC binding sites for Ca21.

Our measurements of subsarcomere calcium distributions

in rigor fibers at pCa 5.9 and lower (higher free Ca21) are

largely consistent with previous findings with EPXMA and

other techniques. All previous studies appear to agree that

rigor cross-bridge attachment increases Ca21 binding to

troponin, and this conclusion is also supported by our data.

Not only did both raster and image data show higher [Ca]Io

FIGURE 4 Comparison of Ca and brem (mass) profiles for maps shown in Fig. 3. Black bars are H corr Ca (as in Fig. 3) and gray bars show brem at the same

position. Individual values within each profile are normalized to the maximum in the overlap for that profile. Profiles are oriented as shown in the cartoon, with

the bulge in the brem profile indicating the position of the overlap region.

FIGURE 5 Calcium in TnC-extracted fibers. (a)

Raster data from extracted fibers in pCa 5.6R

solution; included for comparison are values from

Fig. 2 for unextracted fibers in pCa 9.0R and 5.6R

solutions. (b) X-ray image profile for TnC-extracted

fiber frozen in pCa 5.6R solution. Compare to profile

for control fibers in the same solution in Fig. 3. (c)
Gels showing extent of TnC extraction. Arrow shows

position of TnC band.
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compared with [Ca]I, but when TnC was extracted, measured

Ca in the I and Io regions dropped to pCa 8.9 levels and Ca

enhancement in the Io region was lost. Our results at pCa 6.9

suggest that the Ca21 affinity of the C-terminal sites may

also be affected by rigor cross-bridge attachment. Effects of

rigor cross-bridges on Ca binding at pCa 6.9 were not re-

ported in previous studies of skeletal muscle using 45Ca21

(12,13,48), but the lower free Mg21 used in this study may

account for this difference (see discussion below).

A second conclusion of previous measurements with
45Ca21 and EPXMA was that rigor cross-bridges increase

Ca21 binding to Tn even at saturating levels of free Ca21

(12–14,38). This suggests either that rigor cross-bridge

attachment is a requirement for Ca21 binding to one of the

two N-terminal Ca-binding loops on TnC or that the affinity

shifts by several orders of magnitude. Our study was in-

conclusive on this point: significant Ca enhancement by rigor

cross-bridges persisted at pCa 4.9, but the difference was

diminished at pCa 4.5 and was not statistically significant.

Patterns of myofilament Ca binding in fibers frozen in the

presence of ATP differed from those found in rigor fibers.

Below the threshold for activation (pCa 6.9) and at low

levels of activation (pCa 5.9), there was no significant dif-

ference between I and Io values. However, at higher acti-

vation (pCa 5.6) the [Ca]Io was significantly higher than

[Ca]I (P , .05, Student’s t-test), and the difference in means

was greater than in rigor. This difference between [Ca] in I

and Io regions persisted even when force was at maximal

levels (pCa 4.9). Similar results were found in normalized

Ca count profiles from digital images.

This result is consistent with aequorin and Fura 2 studies,

which support a drop in TnC affinity for Ca21 caused by

detachment of cycling cross-bridges (29–31,49), but differs

from conclusions of studies with 45Ca and fluorescently

labeled TnC, which found no effect of cycling cross-bridges

on Ca levels (20,21) or TnC structure (17,26) in skeletal

muscle. This is puzzling, since our results and conclusions

for rigor fibers are largely consistent with their findings. We

can only speculate that differences in the parameters mea-

sured with each method lead to these differences in results

for cycling cross-bridges.

In EPXMA studies, effects of cycling cross-bridges on Ca

binding are measured by comparing different regions within

a relatively small number of sarcomeres selected for length

(2.8–3.2 mm) and alignment. Both 45Ca21 and fluorescent

labeling studies compare 45Ca21 binding or fluorescence

signals that represent behavior of all sarcomeres within a

fiber, fiber segment, or fiber bundle. Whole fiber measure-

ments provide a more accurate indication of average Ca

binding in a fiber, but interpretation may be complicated by

sarcomere inhomogeneity (skew and/or sarcomere length

variations), which are most pronounced in activated fibers

and especially at high levels of activation. These effects

produce variations in the amount of filament overlap that

may obscure cross-bridge-dependent differences in total cal-

cium or fluorescence. Furthermore, effects of cross-bridges

on Ca21 binding to TnC in whole fiber measurements are

inferred by making changes in sarcomere length or addition

of cross-bridge inhibitors with the assumption that changes

occur in the overlap region of the thin filament. Our mea-

surements suggest that changes in cross-bridge binding may

affect Ca in both I-band and overlap regions. The nature and

cause of this difference is unclear (see discussion below) but

would further complicate interpretation of average behavior.

By comparing Ca binding in the presence and absence of

cross-bridges within the same sarcomeres, EPXMA may

resolve differences not detected by other techniques, as has

been suggested to reconcile studies of fluorescent TnC with

Ca21 dye studies (26).

Another methodological difference is the use of fiber

bundles for EPXMA, compared with single fibers used in

most other studies. The greater diffusion distances in bundles

might create ATP gradients and an increase in rigor-like

cross-bridge attachments at the center of our samples. We

cannot completely rule this out, but two factors lead us to

conclude that ATP depletion is not a major source of error in

our results. First, the majority of our data are collected from

the outermost fiber because areas near the surface have the

least damage due to ice crystal formation. We have also

looked for correlations between Ca enhancement and the

degree of ice crystal damage and have found none. Since

freeze damage generally correlates with fiber depth, this

suggests that depth within the fiber is not a major factor in

our results. Nor did we find any effect of varying CPK con-

centration from 0 to 248 units/ml at pCa 5.6 and 4.9.

The three-state activation model requires that the thin

filament change from a ‘‘blocked’’ to a ‘‘closed’’ and ulti-

mately to an ‘‘open’’ conformation as described byMcKillop

and Geeves (3). Cooperative effects of cross-bridges could

result either from direct effects on Tm in the closed to open

transition or indirectly by increasing Ca binding to troponin,

which promotes the blocked to closed transition or both.

Our observation of increased [Ca] in the overlap region of

activated thin filaments provides support for indirect effects

under some conditions but does not exclude direct effects as

well. It is also possible that increased binding of Ca to TnC in

the overlap region is a consequence rather than a cause of

increased thin filament activation. Recent studies using TnC

mutants that are site-I inactive (50) suggest that at higher

levels of Ca21, the level of activation is determined by cross-

bridges rather than Ca21, in which case the Ca distributions

we measure may indicate variations in the state of the thin

filament as a function of position.

Spatial extent of cross-bridge effects
on Ca21 binding

In a previous study of Ca distributions in rigor fibers (38) we

concluded that effects of rigor cross-bridges could not extend

more than 150 nm or ;4 regulatory units, but we were
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limited by the width of masks used to generate Ca profiles.

Here masks were only one pixel wide (26–30 nm, depending

on the image), and comparison of mass and Ca profiles at the

A-I junction shows a shift of two to four pixels between the

profiles that suggests Ca21-binding enhancement extending

for one and a half to three regulatory units for both rigor and

cycling cross-bridges. This result is consistent with other

estimates based on myosin S1 binding (32,33) and the spread

of activation from a functional Tn (34). Profiles in Fig. 4

suggest that this spread may be greater at higher Ca21, but

more detailed modeling of a larger number of profiles is

needed to determine what parameters affect this relationship.

Ca21 binding at pCa 6.9

Our previous studies did not investigate Ca distributions at

pCa levels between 6.2 and 9.0. In this study, we see

significant differences between [Ca]I and [Ca]Io at pCa 6.9.

Using the curves in Fig. 2, a and b, and assuming that the

maximum Ca estimated for the Io region represents satura-

tion of the four binding sites on TnC, it appears that in rigor

at pCa 6.9, I-band, and Io sites are;30% and 80% occupied,

respectively, implying saturation of all of the C-terminal sites

on TnC and at least one of the regulatory (N-terminal) sites in

the overlap region. Therefore, it seems likely that rigor cross-

bridge attachment increases Ca21 binding to C-terminal sites

as well as N-terminal sites on TnC. When MgATP is in-

cluded in the bath, both values are ;50% of maximum. The

drop in [Ca]Io is not unexpected; if strongly bound cross-

bridges increase Ca21 binding to C-terminal sites on tropo-

nin, then addition of ATP below the threshold for force will

abolish rigor cross-bridge attachment. The reason for the

higher level of [Ca]I with ATP is not clear. It may be that in

the absence of ATP, rigor force exerted on the thin filament

decreases affinity of C-terminal sites in the nonoverlap thin

filament, resulting in lower [Ca]I. Thin filament structural

changes during isometric contraction have been documented

using x-ray diffraction (51,52). Structural changes are likely

to be greatest in the nonoverlap region of the thin filament,

and recent results suggest that strong cross-bridge attach-

ment and tension may exert separate effects on filament

structure (53). We previously reported that treatment of acti-

vated fibers with butanedione monoxime reduced enhance-

ment of calcium in the overlap region (54), and subsequent

analysis (M. E. Cantino and A. Quintanilla, unpublished data)

has indicated that this reflects mainly an increase in [Ca]I,

rather than a decrease in [Ca]Io, consistent with effects of thin

filament tension on Ca binding to troponin in the I band.

Studies using 45Ca21 detected less Ca21 binding at around

pCa 6.9 than found here, probably reflecting differences in

free Mg21 levels used in bathing solutions. In 45Ca21

studies, free Mg21 was 5 mM (12,13,48) compared with

1 mM in our investigation. Other studies show that 45Ca21

measured in fibers at pCa 7.0 increases substantially when free

Mg21 is decreased from 10 to 1 mM in skeletal muscle (48)

or to 2 mM in cardiac muscle (16). This can be accounted for

by changes in the cation occupancy of C-terminal (Ca21-Mg21

binding) sites on TnC (16).

It is not clear what role, if any, cross-bridge- or tension-

mediated effects on Ca21 binding to the C-terminal sites

might play in vivo. Binding of either Mg21 or Ca21 to these

sites is thought to stabilize TnC-TnI interactions and binding

of TnC to the thin filament (55). Structural studies suggest

some differences in the Mg21- and Ca21-loaded structures in

cardiac muscle (56), and altered signaling in this area has

been linked to familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (57). It

is also possible that if Ca21 affinity of C-terminal sites in the

I-band is reduced sufficiently by tension or myosin binding

early in activation, this could increase Ca21 available for

binding to N-terminal sites.

Binding of Ca21 to myosin light chains and titin

The [Ca]Io curves (Fig. 2, a and b) and H corr Ca profiles

(Figs. 3 and 4) represent our best estimate of Ca levels after

correction for Ca bound to the cross-bridge regions of the

thick filament. We assume that these corrected values rep-

resent primarily Ca21 binding to troponin. However, there

are several possible pitfalls to this interpretation. First,

we assume that thick filament bound Ca is the same in the

H-zone and in the overlap region. Our previous data from

overstretched frog semitendinosus fibers (39) showed rela-

tively uniform Ca distributions along the thick filament but

did not rule out the possibility that cross-bridge attachment

increases affinity of myosin light chains for Ca21. Our re-

sults here showing uniformly low Ca distributions in TnC-

extracted fibers suggest otherwise but do not completely

exclude the possibility that Ca binding to myosin light chains

is increased by cross-bridges only when TnC is present.

Calcium binding to the PEVK region of titin has been

supported by recent studies (58,59). Based on the known

location of the PEVK region, this is unlikely to be the source

of extra Ca we measure in the overlap region, and uniformity

of Ca distributions in TnC-extracted fibers also appears to

rule this out. It should be noted, however, that our results do

not rule out Ca21 binding to titin. At the sarcomere lengths

used here, the PEVK region is likely to be highly stretched,

distributing the Ca over a large enough region of the I-band

to make it difficult to detect.
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